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of classic as well as hundreds of NFT cards to 

worthy of you!
reward in the form of our tokens, which is 

across multiple game modes. With hundreds 

and special abilities - new strategies can 
collect - charismatic heroes, powerful spells 

GWENT is a card game of choices and 
consequences, where skill, not luck, is your 

greatest weapon. Pick a faction, build an 
army, and wage war against other players 

always be devised. Enjoy the game and get a 



Overview

WITCH offers a special journey that unfolds in the digital universe. It is a space where

people can communicate and share joy beyond the barriers of time and space, and

together create the future of Web3. Through WITCH's services, users can realize their

own ideas in the digital space and effectively monetize those ideas.

Anyone can freely express their digital self, interact with others, and gain new

experiences anywhere in the digital world. WITCH creates virtual spaces that can be

enjoyed in the digital space just like in reality.

WITCH's metaverse provides an economic environment where users can build their own

spaces, create their own assets, and trade those assets with others. The NFT and

token-based digital economy is growing on various blockchains. WITCH provides intuitive

UX and easy-to-understand experiences to increase accessibility to this blockchain

economy.

In WITCH's ecosystem, anyone can monetize their ideas by creating NFTs and showcasing

unique blockchain assets in the digital space, even without knowledge of blockchain.

WITCH supports users in building two types of digital economies. First, it aims for a game

economy (Game-fi) that allows users to become creators of various game spaces,

providing fun experiences and inducing various transactions for competition. Second, it

aims for a social economy (Social-fi) that occurs in the space where digital avatars are

active. Transactions in WITCH's Game-fi and Social-fi can be verified in real-time through

transparent transaction ledgers.

WITCH utilizes blockchain technology to provide valuable services to both crypto and

non-crypto users, in order to popularize the benefits of digital asset ownership,

monetization, and interoperability. Users can easily create various 2D contents in 3D and

create personal spaces to meet and share their own ideas in the digital space. WITCH's

ecosystem consists of WITCHWORLD, W.CRAFT, and WITCHSCAN, and provides a

reward system for decentralized economic activity through Which Token and WIT points.

Note: WITCH service is currently in public beta, so the contents of this whitepaper are

subject to change going forward.
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Witch Token

could become highly sought after, adding an exciting dimension to 
collecting and deck-building.

future value of cards when building their decks, not just their in-game 
utility. Special edition cards, tournament rewards, or artist collaborations 

strategy and investment. Players might consider the rarity and potential 

With a Witch Token as an NFT, each card in the game could become a 

Furthermore, integrating NFTs into Gwent could introduce new layers of 

Token) game opens up interesting possibilities for blockchain-based 
gaming and digital collectibles. This concept could fundamentally 

Witch Token in the context of playing Gwent as an NFT (Non-Fungible 

personalized and potentially lucrative gaming experience.
change the way players interact with the game, offering a more 

unique digital asset owned by the player, allowing for true ownership of 
game items outside the game's ecosystem. This would mean that 
players could buy, sell, or trade their cards on various NFT 
marketplaces, potentially earning from their gaming skills and 
strategies.



Web3 Metaverse, WITCHWORLD

WITCHWORLD

witchworld.io

WITCHWORLD is a "World" that allows users located in various places in the real world

to easily access it. Its goal is to bring together various digital identities scattered

throughout reality to create a virtual world.

WITCHWORLD is a Web3 metaverse that can be accessed anytime, anywhere through

various platforms such as web, mobile web, app, and VR. Anyone can easily join with

just an email and it provides a unique and attractive metaverse space where they can

showcase their digital identity.

In WITCHWORLD, users can display or sell NFTs held in their blockchain wallets in a 3D

space. Digital content that has only been provided in 2D, such as digital books, music,

and paintings, can now be experienced in 3D and NFT format through a web composed

of URLs in a 3D space. In addition, users can view various NFTs created by other users in

real-time in a 3D space and participate in purchases or auctions. WITCHWORLD enriches

digital experiences and opens up possibilities for a new digital economy.
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Web3 Metaverse, GWENT.IO

NFTs acting as the foundation for digital asset ownership in these virtual 

ownership, and possibly even modifications recorded on the blockchain, 

environments. NFTs enable the representation of unique items like 

shift could potentially revolutionize the gaming landscape by creating a 
deeply immersive, interconnected universe where players not only 
engage in strategic card battles but also participate in a vast digital 
economy.

The Web3 Metaverse has seen a surge in interest, particularly with the 

adding layers of depth and value to the gaming experience.

Gwent, this could mean that every card or item has its history, 
a crucial role in the digital economy of these spaces (Built In). For 
virtual land, in-game goods, and more within the metaverse, thus playing 

adoption of NFTs which serve as a gateway for new communities and 
platforms. NFTs and smart contracts offer a novel monetization model 
for digital objects, transforming how players own and trade game assets 
(Moralis Web3). This integration could turn Gwent cards and other 
in-game items into unique digital assets that players can truly own, 
trade, or sell across different platforms and games within the metaverse.

The relationship between NFTs and the metaverse is significant, with 

Metaverse involves harnessing a combination of blockchain, virtual 
reality (VR), and decentralized application (dApp) technologies. This 

Gwent transitioning into an NFT game and integrating into the Web3 

https://witchworld.io/


WITCHWORLD is like a digital playground. Anyone can create their own space in URL

format and easily access it through various devices such as PC, VR, and mobile in any

web accessible environment. And this place is not only a space for creating spaces, but

also used as a place to communicate and meet with other people in real-time in the

metaverse space through the meet-up feature.

In places allowed by space owners, users can communicate with each other in various

ways and create creative content. Users can communicate in real-time through

messages, bulletin boards, and doodle boards, or enjoy games with real friends in the

metaverse while voice chatting.

Space owners can create and provide various content in their own space, while securing

ownership of items that match the space in NFT format and selling them to other users.

In this way, WITCHWORLD creates a new society where creation, sharing,

communication, and economic activities take place beyond just digital space.
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Gwent game

allows players to breed, raise, and battle creatures known as Axies, with 

Integrating Ethereum's blockchain technology could further enhance 

achievements, and special events, providing transparency and fairness 
Gwent by incorporating smart contracts for tournaments, in-game 

(NFT Games).
enabled by the blockchain's secure and decentralized nature (Esports) 
also allow players true ownership of their digital assets, a feature 
only add a new layer of depth to the collecting aspect of the game but 
earning from their gaming skills and strategies. This model would not 
could trade, sell, or purchase cards on NFT marketplaces, potentially 
abilities, mirroring the diverse and strategic nature of Gwent. Players 
token (NFT). These NFTs could vary in rarity, artwork, and in-game 
would become a unique digital asset, represented as a non-fungible 
In this envisioned version of Gwent, each card in the player's deck 

an NFT game built on the Ethereum blockchain. This transformation 

combining gaming with blockchain technology to create immersive, 
Infinity" and "The Sandbox," which have demonstrated the potential of 
Such a game would join the ranks of pioneering NFT games like "Axie 

game.

each Axie being an NFT. Similarly, The Sandbox offers a virtual world 
where players can build, own, and monetize their gaming experiences 
using NFTs (NFT Games).

could introduce a novel way for players to engage with the game, 

by blockchain technology.

Gwent, the popular card game from the Witcher universe, evolving into 

decentralized, and player-driven economies. Axie Infinity, for example, 

expanding the ways in which players can earn and spend within the 
own cryptocurrency for transactions within its ecosystem, further 
in player rewards and achievements. The game could also introduce its 

blending traditional gameplay with the cutting-edge possibilities offered 



Types of Blocks in WITCHWORLD

Each space in WITCHWORLD is made up of a unique unit called a 'block'. These blocks

are 3D multiplayer spaces that can be accessed through URLs, and users can express

their own digital identities and communicate with other users by placing various digital

contents in their own blocks.

Users can freely place various digital assets such as games, doodles, and more in their

own blocks. Some of these assets are available for free, while others can be obtained

through purchase. Additionally, if you own certain digital assets, you can enjoy playing

with them as well.
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Cards

unique attributes.
customizing their appearance or effects in-game based on the card's 
across different platforms or games that support them, potentially even 
True Interoperability: Players could use their Mint Gwent NFT Cards 
This scarcity can drive the value and demand for certain cards.

with distinct attributes and artwork, recorded on the blockchain to verify 

could be released, with their scarcity verifiable through the blockchain. 
cards. Limited edition cards, legendary cards, or special event cards 
Verifiable Scarcity: The blockchain technology ensures the scarcity of the 

its authenticity and ownership. This means no two cards are exactly 

rewarding players with new NFT cards or digital currency for achieving 

Unique Ownership: Each Mint Gwent NFT Card would be one-of-a-kind, 
The Basics of Mint Gwent NFT Cards

Earn While Playing: The play-to-earn model could be implemented, 

certain milestones, winning tournaments, or completing challenges within 
the game.

alike, adding a layer of rarity and value to each piece.

Customization and Upgrades: Players might have the ability to customize 
community and exclusivity around owning certain cards.

or upgrade their NFT cards by completing in-game challenges or using 
digital assets, further increasing the card's uniqueness and value.

Community and Exclusivity: Special events, like tournaments or 
challenges, could grant winners unique NFT cards, creating a sense of 

prestige for owning a card with a notable history or used by a top player.
and the card's performance in battles, could be tracked, adding a layer of 
Provenance Tracking: The history of each card, including previous owners 



Block owners can set their space as a private space accessible only to specific users.

When set up this way, the space becomes a place where even more intimate

communication can be enjoyed. If a specific item is required to enter this private space,

the owner can create and sell these entry items, generating additional income.

My Block

My Block is a personal space provided to all users when they first sign up. My Block

consists of a room-shaped My Room and a corridor-shaped My Room Lobby, and My

Room is set as a private space by default. My Block owners can always enter their My

Room, but other users can only access the My Room Lobby, and can only enter the My

Room if the My Block owner grants access. My Block is provided when the user sets their

first nickname, and can be accessed at any time via the URL

'witchworld.io/user/nickname', and users can invite friends to My Block to enjoy various

communication methods such as voice and video chats. In addition, through the private

vault provided within My Block, users can display their blockchain wallet assets in token

form.
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Marketplace

Core Functions of the Marketplace

engage in monetary transactions.

their own prices or auctioning them to the highest bidder. This allows 

publisher, from special drops, or from other players. Prices could vary 
based on the rarity, utility, and demand for each card.
Sell: Owners of Gwent NFT cards can list their cards for sale, setting 

Buy: Players can purchase new NFT cards directly from the game 

players to potentially profit from their strategic acquisitions or rewards 

players to strategize their deck building without always needing to 

Trade: Beyond buying and selling, players could engage in trades with 
others to swap cards, enriching the community aspect and allowing 

from gameplay.

Integration with the Game

acquired from the marketplace in the game immediately, with their digital 
inventory updating in real-time.
In-Game Rewards: Winning matches, tournaments, or completing 
challenges could earn players credits, tokens, or even rare cards that 

Seamless Gameplay Integration: Players would be able to use cards 

the marketplace for a limited time.
edition cards or collections during events, available exclusively through 
Special Edition Drops: The game developers could release special 
they could then sell or trade on the marketplace.

http://witchworld.io/user/%EB%8B%89%EB%84%A4%EC%9E%84%E2%80%99%EC%9D%98


Game Block

Game Block is a multiplayer gaming space where users can compete through various

games such as jump maps and speed runs. Each block provides various interaction items

such as jump pads and timers, allowing users to view real-time play records of other

users or post their own records. In addition, an event is held every week, selecting a

specific game block and providing WIT rewards to top users of that game block. Users

can participate in the event open 24 hours a day at the game center, set records, and

receive rewards.
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How to play

not luck, is your greatest weapon. Pick a faction, build an army, and 

in the form of our tokens, which is worthy of you!
strategies can always be devised. Enjoy the game and get a reward 

charismatic heroes, powerful spells and special abilities - new 
hundreds of classic as well as hundreds of NFT cards to collect - 

wage war against other players across multiple game modes. With 

GWENT is a card game of choices and consequences, where skill, 

later.

NO HOLDING BACK, NO HOLDING HANDS
You start with 10 cards in your hand, able to play 

each right from the start. It’s up to you to open the 
game with your strongest unit, or save the best for 

SKILL BEATS LUCK
Crush the enemy with brute strength or outsmart them with 

clever tricks — GWENT’s unique round-based gameplay 
opens up a world of strategic possibilities to play with.



Social Block

Social Block is a space where users can share and enjoy various metaverse social contents

such as haunted houses, camping sites, and communicate with other users. Users can

explore unknown spaces with friends, enjoy various contents such as listening to music

together at concert halls, and share stories. Users can share real-time voice chats, URLs,

videos, and showcase their NFTs with other users in the same space.
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Rewards

Overview of Witch Token

difficulty, the rank of the opponents, and the stakes of the match.
Tournaments and Events: Special events and tournaments could offer 

rewarding top performers with significant amounts of tokens.
Daily and Weekly Challenges: Completing daily and weekly challenges 

Seasonal Rewards: At the end of each season, players might receive 

within the game could reward players with Witch Tokens, encouraging 
consistent engagement with the game.

Witch Tokens based on their overall performance and final ranking, 
adding an extra layer of competitive incentive.

Victories in Matches: Players earn Witch Tokens for winning matches 
against opponents. The amount could vary based on the match's 

larger pools of Witch Tokens as prizes, encouraging participation and 

incentivizing long-term investment in the game's ecosystem.
earn rewards, such as exclusive NFT drops or bonus tokens, 

Marketplace Transactions: Players can use Witch Tokens to purchase 
NFT cards, booster packs, or special items on the game's marketplace, 
allowing them to strategically build their decks.

fee in Witch Tokens, with the collected tokens contributing to the 
Entry Fees for Tournaments: Some tournaments might require an entry 

tournament's prize pool.
Customization and Upgrades: Players could spend Witch Tokens to 
customize their NFT cards or avatars, or to upgrade certain aspects of 
their cards, adding personalization and value.
Staking for Rewards: Witch Tokens could be staked within the game to 



Store Block

Store Blocks are spaces within the metaverse where users can purchase items from the

NFT marketplace. These spaces allow users to experience the features of official digital

assets, as well as various assets such as wearable NFTs, and purchase them. Transaction

records are transparently disclosed, and buyers can transfer purchased NFTs to their

desired MetaMask wallet to trade on other marketplaces.
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EtherForge Games: Bridging Gaming and Blockchain

offer a unique, engaging experience for players worldwide.

EtherForge Games, renowned for its visionary approach, would be the 
perfect creator behind the Gwent NFT game, a title that blends the 
strategic depth of card games with the innovative aspects of NFTs to 

passionate team comprising industry veterans and blockchain experts, 
play-to-earn models, and a decentralized gaming economy. With a 
and engaging but also provide real-world value through digital ownership, 
leveraging blockchain technology to create games that are not only fun 

EtherForge aims to redefine gaming paradigms.

EtherForge Games stands out in the gaming industry for its dedication to 

transparent, secure, and rewarding.

The Gwent NFT game is EtherForge's ambitious project aimed at 
revolutionizing the card gaming scene. It's designed to be a fully 
immersive, strategic card game where every card is an NFT, allowing 
players to truly own, trade, and sell their digital assets within a vibrant, 
player-driven economy. By harnessing the power of blockchain, 
EtherForge Games promises to deliver a gaming experience that is 

gaming and blockchain sectors, EtherForge Games is always on the 
Understanding that innovation is key to staying ahead in the fast-evolving 

power of diversity and the fresh perspectives that new team members 
lookout for fresh talent to join their ranks. The studio believes in the 

seeking talent
can bring to the table. Here are a few areas where EtherForge is actively 



Social-fi
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Roadmap

Phase 1: Integration and Optimization (0-3 Months Post-Launch)

Launch Support Services: Establish robust player support services to 

game.
address any issues arising from the integration of Witch Tokens into the 

enhancing the user experience.

ecosystem.
Optimize Blockchain Infrastructure: Ensure the game's blockchain 
infrastructure is optimized for fast, secure transactions with minimal fees, 

into the game for transactions, rewards, and purchases within the game's 
Complete Integration of Witch Token: Seamlessly integrate Witch Token 

 Phase 2: Com Build and Engagement (4-6 Months Post-Launch)

Expand Social Media Presence: Leverage social media platforms to build 
a community around the game, share updates, and engage with players.

with Witch Tokens for bringing new players into the game.
Launch Referral Program: Introduce a referral program rewarding players 

Initiate Community Events: Host in-game events and tournaments where 
players can earn Witch Tokens, fostering community engagement and 
competition. 

Phase 3: Expansion of Game Features (7-9 Months Post-Launch)

play.

Tokens to craft new cards or customize existing ones, adding a layer of 
personalization and strategy.

leagues with seasonal rewards in Witch Tokens to incentivize competitive 
Develop Player-versus-Player (PvP) Leagues: Launch structured PvP 

Implement Card Crafting and Customization: Allow players to use Witch 

purchased with Witch Tokens, keeping the game fresh and exciting.
Introduce New Card Sets: Release new NFT card sets that can be 



WITCH 2023 Roadmap
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Months Post-Launch)
Phase 4: Cross-Platform and Cross-Game Interoperability (10-12 

Explore Cross-Platform Play: Work on enabling players to play across 
different platforms while using the same blockchain-based inventory.
Cross-Game Asset Utility: Partner with other game developers to explore 

applications within the game, such as staking Witch Tokens for rewards 
or accessing exclusive content.

the use of Gwent NFT cards and Witch Tokens in different gaming 
environments, enhancing token utility and player benefits.
Introduce Decentralized Finance (DeFi) Features: Explore DeFi 

Phase 5: Sustainability and Long-Term Growth (1 Year Onwards)

developments, new features, and token utility expansions.
Sustainable Growth Initiatives: Continue exploring new technologies, 
partnerships, and community feedback to grow the game sustainably, 
focusing on environmental considerations for blockchain operations.

Implement Token Burn Mechanisms: Introduce mechanisms to control 
the supply of Witch Tokens, ensuring the token's long-term value and 
stability.
Community Governance Features: Gradually introduce community 
governance, allowing token holders to vote on future game 

Continuous Throughout All Phases

Feedback Loops and Iterations: Regularly collect and act on community 

well-informed player base.
blockchain, NFTs, and Witch Tokens within the game to ensure a 
Educational Content: Provide ongoing education about the use of 
with the community.
development, token economy, and future plans to maintain transparency 
Transparency Reports: Publish regular updates on the game's 
feedback to improve the game and its features.



Disclaimer

The information shared in this whitepaper is not comprehensive or inclusive of

everything, nor is there any intention to imply or create any element of contractual

relationship. The primary purpose of this whitepaper is to provide potential token

holders with the necessary information to thoroughly analyze and evaluate the project. It

is recommended to review all documents related to this whitepaper, including the

purchase agreement, before participating in WITCH purchase. Professional services from

appropriate experts can also be used to assist with investment analysis. Specific

propositions, estimates, and financial information included in this whitepaper are

predictions based on future expectations, taking into account some known and

unknown uncertainties and risks, and these projections and results may differ

significantly from the estimated or expressed results that are factually or actually

estimated.
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This roadmap is designed to not only grow the Gwent NFT game 

within the game's ecosystem, ensuring a vibrant, engaged community 
and a sustainable, exciting gaming experience for years to come.

post-launch but also to maximize the utility and value of the Witch Token 
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